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The shadow picture problem for
nonintersecting curves
Arp ad Kurusa
Abstract. We prove that two strictly convex bodies in the plane subtending
the same angles at each of the points of two parallel straight lines and a big
closed curve, must coincide.
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3. The main results
Theorem 1. D1 and D2 are strictly convex bodies, 1 and 2 are straight lines
outside of D1 [D 2 and D 1 D 2 on 1 and 2. If D1 and D2 have outer common
tangent that intersects the straight lines, thenD1 and D2 coincide.
Proof.
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where %(  ) is the distance of the two tangent of Int D1 n D2 perpendicular to !  .
 (  ) is the length of the segment these two tangents cut out froml(h; = 2). Since
l(h; = 2) meets D1 and D2 in the same point,  (  ) ! 0 as  ! = 2, hence the
volume is nite by the last integral.
SinceS k2 N(	 1 	 2)k R has nite volume and (	 1 	 2)k R is innite sequence of
disjoint sets having constant volume, we conclude that R and in the same way any
other component should be empty. This completes the proof.
Using S-pictures taken from a third curve, we can skip from the condition on
the common tangent.
Theorem 2. Let D1 and D2 be strictly convex bodies and letC be a compact domain
so that D1 [ D 2  Int C. Let g1 and g2 be straight lines not intersectingD1 [ D 2.
If the visual angles ofD1 and D2 are equal at each point ofg1, g2 and @C then
D1  D 2.
Proof. Since neither of D1 and D2 can contain the other, they have a common
outer tangent t. This cuts @C, and therefore they have an other common tangent
through t \ @C that is not parallel to t. Now one uses Theorem 1 to conclude the
statement.
In the following theorem we substitute the straight lines g1 and g2 with hy-
perbolas. A hyperbolah divides the plane into tree parts, two of which are convex.
We denote the union of these two convex parts byC(h). The proof of the next
theorem is very similar to the previous one, therefore we are going into details only
where nontrivial dierences occur.
Theorem 3. Let the asymptotes of the hyperbolah1 be parallel to the asymptotes
of the hyperbolah2. Suppose thath1 does not intersecth2 and the strictly convex
bodiesD1 and D2 are in Int C(h1) \ Int C(h2). If the visual angles ofD1 and D2
are equal at each point ofh1 and h2 then D1  D 2.
Proof. For easier calculation we assume that the asymptotes ofh1 and h2 are not
the same. As the reader will see, a slight modication of our proof can handle
that case too (h1 6 h2 is necessary of course). We choose the asymptote closest to
D1 [ D 2 to be the x-axis and parameterize the hyperbolas by arclength. We shall
follow the steps of the proof of Theorem 1 using the same notations where possible.
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